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ACTIVITY: 

Ask your partners these questions (best to observe their eyes 

right before they answer each question): 

How many emails did you type yesterday? 

\How old were you when you started high school? 

\\\What was your first job                                   ’  

dominant modality 

                                                
                       

ACTIVITY: 

Ask your partner these questions (best to observe 

their eyes right before they answer each 

question). 

➢ How many emails did you type yesterday? 

➢ How old were you when you started high 

school? 

➢ What was your first job like? 
Based on their words and eye clues, what is your 

       ’   ominant modality? 
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Your answers 

 

1. K     A    3. V        K    5. A 

   V    AD        AD     A        AD 

              K 

 2. A     4. A         V 

    AD        K 

     V         V 

      K          AD 

                  
                                                                

                                                            

            

Whichever letter you identified 

with most is your dominant 

modality. 

 
My dominant modality is:  
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Know your outcome         Gain Rapport           Be flexible in your approach          Take action 

 

Person A: Attorney 

Decide on a product or service you believe would benefit your potential client or a situation 

where you are trying to get them to take action. 

 

Choose 2 areas of matching and mirroring that you will apply to gain rapport: 

   1. 

   2. 

Choose 2 NLP technique you will apply in being flexible in your NLP approach: 

   1. 

   2. 

 

Person B: Possible new client 

Decide which type of client you will be in this interaction: 

1. Unsure and Cautious 

2. Excited and Friendly 

3. Analytical and Skeptical 

 

Thoughts and insights: 
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What other programs do we offer? 

 

1. N.L.P. Part II Review and Role Play Intensive (2.5 hours) 

 

2. Mindset and accountability coaching for: 
➢ Busy business owners and CEOs who want clarity and focus in 

moving initiatives forward 

➢ Those who were recently promoted and are facing new 

professional expectations and leadership responsibilities. 

 

3. Create your Culture Program 
➢ Build from scratch or boost your organization’s culture 

 

4. Personal Development Interactive Seminar Series 
➢ Great for creating authentic bonding within your team while 

increasing productivity for your organization. 

 

 All programs available either 

live in-person or live remote. 

 

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE AND TO SCHEDULE AS DATES FILL UP FAST! 


